**Distribution of Credit**

SPS now tracks distribution of credit for proposals that have more than one PI. Credit will be assigned by PI and Co-PI(s).

For example with 3 faculty members collaborating on a proposal:

- PI from school/college A: 60%
- Co-PI from school/college B: 30%
- Co-PI from school/college C: 10%

To ensure proper credit, please make sure that the information on p. 2 of the Internal Proposal Review Form is completed, or credit will be equally distributed amongst all researchers. The distribution can be adjusted at time of award, but cannot be changed during the life of the grant.

The Distribution of Credit will be made at the department and/or the school/college level, and will be effective immediately, for the duration of the grant. F&As will be divided accordingly and assigned to PI and Co-PI(s), their affiliated department and school/college, and The Annual Report of Sponsored Activity will assign credit for the award accordingly.